


Today, we are learning to write words that contain 
aw saying /or/.



Let’s practise reading some of this weeks focus words 
that contain the aw sound. 



Dad, Mum, Sam and Kit were in the zero gravity chamber. They 
all started lifting into the air. “Wow this feels so strange!” shouted 
Mum over the loud whirring noise. 
“I feel so light and free!” replied Kit.



After a few minutes, Kit and Sam gained a bit more confidence
and floated off from Mum and Dad. Kit did a forward roll in the 
air and Sam did star jumps while she was floating! Mum and Dad 
were still holding hands. Mum looked a little bit green.



A Dizzy Feeling
Mum is feeling a bit dizzy. She closes her eyes and imagines items 
floating past. Can you look at the pictures and write down the aw

word?





check

straw
paw

yawn draw



“I think I need to get out of here!” shouted Mum.
“I’m also ready for solid ground,” said Dad, helping Mum hold 
onto the rail.
Kit and Sam enjoyed their last few minutes. The loud whirring got 
quieter and everyone gradually sunk to the floor. 



“I want to do it again!” cried Kit. Sam nodded, smiling wide.
“Oh, that was quite enough for me! I’m glad you had fun 
though,” said Mum, sipping water.
“I’m also glad but once is enough for me too,” laughed Dad.



“Who would like a family astronaut picture?” asked the guide.
“OK, then we can get out of these suits!” said Mum cheerily.
“Smile!” called the guide. The camera flashed. “Now you can tell
all of your friends that you have been into space!”



“What an awesome picture of us as astronauts!” said Sam.
Mum saw Kit yawn and said, “Well, my two astronauts, you must 
be very tired after all that floating around!”




